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Super Mario Bros. 3 - Game Genie Codes The following are known Game Genie Codes for Super Mario Bros. 3 on the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES). SLXPLOVSInfinite life for Mario and LuigiAEKPTZGA1 life for Mario and Luigi after using a continueAEKPTZGE9 life for Mario and Luigi after using a continueELKZYVEKPower
JumpsEZKZYVEKSuper Power JumpsEAKZYVEKMega Power JumpsGZUXNGEIMulti-JumpsNote: With the following code, If you let Mario or Luigi fall too long, you can't heaven go until you touch the ground again. SXEZSKOZSky-WalkingOXKZELSXSuper speed runningXVUXNUEETurbo-ChargedNote: You must be Raccoon Mario
for the next code to work. AANZKLLAYou can raise your power meter while standing still, allowing you to fly from a standing start. PEUZUGAAStart at World 2ZEUZUGAAStart at World 3LEUZUGAAStart at World 4GEUZUGAAStart at World 5IEUZUGAAStart on World 6TEUZUGAAStart at World 7YEUZUGAAStart at World
8YPXXLVGEMario, but not Luigi, can reuse items again and againSZUEXNSORestore powers after playing an action sceneZEUXKGAAStart the game as Fire MarioLEUXKGAAStart the game as Raccoon MarioGEUXKGAAStart the game as Frog MarioIEUXKGAAStart the game as Tanooki MarioTEUXKGAAStart the game as Sledge
MarioNote : If you use one of the following 5 codes to defeat Bowser , stand in front of the door and hold up. As soon as the door opens, you will pass through into the chamber where the princess is held. If you don't do this, you may get caught in the Bowser time trap and the game will pause forever!. XUKXGLIEStart and stay as Super
MarioUXKXGLIAStart and stay as Fire MarioNXKXGLIEStart and stay as Raccoon MarioOUKXGLIEStart and stay as Frog MarioXNKXGLIEStart and stay as Sledgehammer MarioSZKIKXSEInvincibility After changing up from Super Mario (Example: Tocco Raon Mario, Mario Frog, etc...) Note: With the following codes, you will change to
Super Mario if you die again. AEOSSZPA + PAOZTGAAChange for Super Mario if you fall off the screen and dieAEOSSZPA + ZAOZTGAAChange to Fire Mario if you fall off the screen and dieAEOSSZPA + LAOZTGAAChange to Raccoon Mario, if you fall off the screen and dieAEOSSZPA + GAOZTGAAChange to Frog Mario, if you fall
off the screen and dieAEOSSZPA + IAOZTGAAChange to Tanooki Mario, if you fall off the screen and dieAEOSSZPA + TAOZTGAAChange to Sledgehammer Mario if you fall off the screen and dieDisk do you know any additional codes for this game? Is there an error listed above? Let us know about it and we'll update the list. Find more
Game Genie Codes for Nintendo (NES) and other consoles in the Game Genie Code Index.Want a Game Genie for Nintendo Entertainment System? Click here to find it on Amazon! Share on FacebookShare on TwitterShare on XingShare on Reddit SLXPLOVS - Infinite life AEKPTZGA - 1 life for Mario after continuing AEKPTZGE - 9
lives for Mario after continuing - Power Jump EZKZYVEK - Super Power Jump EAKZYVEK - Mega Power Power GZUXNGEI - Multi-Jump SXEZSKOZ - Skywalker OXKZELSX - Super speed running XVUXNUEE - Turbocharged driver AANZKLLA - Raises P-Meter while standing still PEUZUGAA - Start at World 2 ZEUZUGAA - Start at
World 3 LEUZUGAA - Start on World 4 GEUZUGAA - Start of World 5 IEUZUGAA - Start of World 6 TEUZUGAA - Start at World 7 YEUZUGAA - Start at World 8 YPXXLVGE - Mario (not Luigi) can reuse elements SZUEXNSO - Restore powers after the action scene (eg. if you were Fiery Mario on the map screen , then enters an action
scene, dead or changed to Frog Mario, you will return to the map screen as Fiery Mario) ZEUXKGAA - Start the game as Fire Mario LEUXKGAA - Start the game as Raccoon Mario GEUXKGAA - Start the game as Frog Mario IEUXKGAA - Start the game as Tanooki Mario TEUXKGAA - Start the game as Hammer Mario KKKZSPIU Enable debug mode (see our SMB3 Lost Bytes article for more information) If you use any of the next five codes to defeat Bowser You should stand in front of the door and stop. As soon as the door opens, you will find the princess. If you don't stop, the game will freeze. XUKXGLIE - Start and stay as Super Mario. UXKXGLIA - Start and
stay as Fire Mario. NXKXGLIE - Start and stay as Raccoon Mario. OUKXGLIE - Start and stay as Frog Mario. XNKXGLIE - Start and stay as Hammer Mario. SZKIKXSE - Invincibility after upgrading from Super Mario status (e.g. to Raccoon, Frog, etc.) AEOSSZPA + PAOZTGAA - Switch to Super Mario if you fall off the screen and die
AEOSSZPA + ZAOZTGAA - Switch to Mario Fiery, if you fall off the screen and die AEOSSZPA + LAOZTGAA - Switch to Raccoon Mario if you fall off the screen and die AEOSSZPA + GAOZTGAA - Switch to Frog Mario if you fall off the screen and die AEOSSZPA + IAOZTGAA - Switch to Tanooki Mario , if you fall off the screen and die
AEOSSZPA + TAOZTGAA - Switch to Hammer Mario if you fall off the screen and die SKUZZY - Invisible Piranha Plants, and the tubes fire at you. VXKXGLIE - Invincible KUKXGLIE - Flying Mario YNKPTZGE - 99 Life After continue. OEPZXZ - Enemies, and things from blocks become 1-OOps. UUKXGLIE - Always little Mario,
invincible, you can jump on any enemy, even Fire Plants. SXGZPO - There is a small blue square over each coin switch. SXTZPO - Mario can sometimes Ice Skate, back and forth when he has the tail. He can't swing his tail. NYGLPA - You start with five lives, just like normal, but you don't see how many living you have. XZZOEK - You
better be a pro!!! IANOXG - Green PGTIPS - Most enemies cannot attack. SXGZPO - There is a small blue square over each coin switch. SXTZPO - Mario can Ice Skate when he has the tail. Even if he can't swing his tail. When you try to jump left, you go backwards even when you try to go left. KSLLLL - Bad guys appear and disappear
GEPZXZ - 1000 points for killing someone instead of just AASAAS - On the short field, Mario is in a strange place. Place. B for battle mode KEGKEL - Holes in the ground PLLSTA - Green background blocks in the first level have notes in them; Jump on them for a Starman. IOSUZI - Hammer bros. are weird on the map GOZXXL - Weird
colors on the map screen. Can't move Mario in level PZLZXS - Hit a block and it will be displayed somewhere else in the level. Also, when you die, you can play levels you beat already again and again. ZLLSTA - Green blocks in the background have ice blocks in them APPSTA - Short graphics are weird LYULUY - Short screen graphics
are different. Music is slightly different LLLUUU - Plant fireballs are misplaced OOEISO - Die unexpectedly KSUUUU - Short graphics are way different KSIIII - Bad guys are weird when you jump on them OOLLLL - Enter level. On the map screen Mario is a spinning top EOPUPO - Illusions in level, can not get a score KSSXUU - Can not
go back in the level AOLXXU - Mario slides. Turtles are different EOEISA - Mario falls down in places where no holes are visible AOSZXI - When you enter a level, it looks cool LVYXUU - Cool colors IIIOKK - Weird graphics NNNOKK - HZ #2 ZZZOKK - HZ 3 IPPOKK - Graphics are weird. Plus, you enter a match mode XYLOPN - Each
level is mixed up in the middle AOZULT - Enter a weird level AOSUZT - You can't break any question marks with your head. But it's not. Hold a turtle shell and throw it on top of the question mark that is right after the first warp tube of the game. A Koopa Kid should jump out, and he's going to die. A magic wand will fall. Grab it, and after a
message from the king, you will go to World 2. This may take a few attempts. AOSUZP - Score is weird ATKZYEVK - Can't jump KKKKKK - You can't use turtles to break blocks IANXOU - Hold the B button to slow yourself down OPEKGG - Messer up in the game, but is fun to watch YYXPLOVS - 1 life, but when it says 99 lives, you still
have a SXIZPO - Very short sounds at the start of each world SXAZPO - Confused UKKXGLIE - Invisible swimming mass, but can not go very high NNNLPA - You can not see what world you are in POZZZZ - Do secondary tones when you hit question mark PGTIPZ - Can't hurt turtles, turtles hurt you PGTIPX - Cloud has messed up
clouds and has bushes PGTIPO - Go past a certain distance and all enemies disappear PSKXGLIE - Gray change XNKXGLIA - Make Mario little , gray, and goes through its enemies EEKPTZGE - No continue XEUXKGAA - Start games like messed up Mario TVUXNUEE - JET Speed EANZKLLA - Hold B to glide or jump TEUZELSZ Wind tunnel PEUXKGAA - Start as Super Mario YZKZYVEK - Can't jump KANZKLLA - Power slides (Hold B) YEUXKGAA - Black swimming mass (you switch to Mario, when you get hit) IXKZELSX - Sudden turbo increases ZVUXNUEE - Tap B for turbo GEUZELSZ - Icy ground KEUZELSZ - Breeze ETKZYVEK - Very low jump
YLXPLOVS - Lives double when you die SYXPLOVS - The number of lives is zero even after you die Zero! IIIIII - Make enemies hover over over in page a messed up square. KOSUZI – This code allows you to pull blocks out of the landscape and creates holes that you can fall down if you are not careful. When the Ã¢â'¬Å Game
OverÃ¢â,¬Â screen appears, hold the A button. Hold down this button when the title screen appears, and press Start to continue in the last world where you left off. This cheat can also be achieved by holding A on the title screen and pressing Start twice or by holding A and B and pressing Start on Ã¢â,¬Å Game OverÃ¢â,¬Â screen.
FireworksFor fireworks should appear at the end of the level, jump through the flagpole when the last digit of the timer is a 1, 3 or 6.Have firepower, while smallIn the end of any boss level except the final level, make sure you are Super Mario and jump on the object at the end of the bridge in the same case as also hitting koopa boss. You
will blink as if you have been hit, but remain as Super Mario. In the next level, collecting a flower will make you smaller, but you will still be able to throw fireballs. This cheat can also be achieved if you jump on an already released flower at the same time as being hit by an enemy. You will have shrunk in size at the same time as receiving
firepower so that you can throw fireballs while small. Alternate MusicFor alternative music in boss levels, collect an invincibility star towards the end of the level before the boss level so you are still invincible while passing through the flagpole at the end. In the boss level that follows, you will still be invincible at the beginning, but after
invincibilty runs out, the music will return to normal level music instead of boss level music.100 LivesIn the end of World 1-3, you will reach a pyramid with a koopa go down on you. Carefully jump on the left side of the shell and fasten it. Do this over and over again, and every time you hit it, you'll receive an extra life. But don't go over 100
lives. Warp Zones WorldLocationWorld 1-2Onner the end of the underground section, jump on the moving platform and jump all the way to the top of the screen so you stand on the brick ceiling. Keep running along the brick ceiling, past the pipe where you would normally finish. You will eventually get to a room with 3 tubes so you can
warp to World 2, 3 or 4.World 1-2Near exit tube at the end of the underground section of the World 1-2, break the second to last and third to last blocks from the edge over the exit tube, but not the nearest to the tube (You'll have to be Super Mario or Fire Mario to do this). Stand on top of the exit pipe entrance as far left as you can without
falling off. Hold down to creep together and hold this button held while pressing A to jump and press right as Mario is about to reach the top of his jump, making him brush his back towards the first from last at the top, but do not break it. Mario should then start going through the wall, accessing a warp area with 3 tubes. Usually, going
down any of these tubes will take you to World -1, but if done very quickly, you can warp to World 5 via the middle tube. If this has worked, the words Welcome to The Warp Zone and the number 5 above this tube are displayed when you enter. World 4-2On the first set of 2 platforms, you will see 3 blocks floating in the air to the right of
these platforms. Stand directly under the room to the left of the first of these blocks and jump, revealing a block under this room. Stand directly under the second block and jump, revealing another block. Stand directly under the third block and jump again, revealing another block. Now, jump on the third block that you just revealed, then
jump to the second block, as you just revealed. Move as close to the left as you can without falling off this block, then jump again. You will then hit the second block that already existed and a beanstalk will come out. Climb the beanstalk to find a warp zone so you can warp to World 6, 7 or 8.World 4-2In the underground section, find your
way up to the top of the screen, just like in World 1-2, so you stand on the ceiling bricks. Drive along to the end of the level, past the tube where you would normally leave, and you should get to a warp zone so you can warp to World 5.World 5-1Aeth when you get to the first tube, go back about 10 steps, then jump, revealing a block
invisible. Jump on this block and hit the block to the right. A beanstalk should then be displayed. Climbing beanstalk to find a world full of coins with a warp zone at the end allows you to warp to World 6, 7 or 8.World -1Near exit tube at the end of the underground section of the World 1-2, breaking the second to last and third to last blocks
from the edge over the exit tube, but not the closest to the tube (You'll have to be Super Mario or Four Mario to do this). Stand on top of the exit tube entrance as far left as you can without falling down. Hold down to the crouch and keep this button held while pressing A to jump and press Right as Mario is about to reach the top of his
jump, making him brush his back towards the first from the last block back on top, but don't break it. Mario should then start going through the wall, access a warp area with 3 tubes, take you to the World -1.Jump over the flagpole World 3-3, jump on the removable platforms near the flagpole and wait until the nearest one is at its highest
point before jumping against the flagpole. If you have enough height, you will jump over the flagpole and be able to continue running past the castle in an infinite world. Pro Action Replay CodesThis cheat requires Pro Action Replay cheat device. EffectCodeInvincibility and always able to brand0007 56FFInfinite Lives0007 Timer0007
FA04Always has 99 Coins0007 EE99Start at World 1-20007 6002Different World0000 E8ACGame GenieNo Codes of these codes can only work on super mario bros/duck hunt multi-cart. This cheat requires game genie cheat device. EffectCodeInfinite LivesSXIOPOBegin played with 9 livesAATOZEBegin played with 6
livesIATOZABegin played with 1 lifeAATOZAPlayer 1 starts with 8 lives and Player 2 with 3VATOLETag no harm from most enemiesPAASNO or PAZSSOTag no harm from touching enemiesUAYIUAInvinbilitySSASSA or UATIUEInvincibility in first 10 seconds plus extra time on hoursGUAOPOAble to move through walls and
floorsAEAAAEable to move through enemiesUATIUAEnemies can move through walls and pipesPIATYPStart with 900 on timerVGYOKKStart with 460 on timerLEAOPOStart with 150 in hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityPOStart with 460 on timerLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 on
timerLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityYroOPSTART with 460 hoursOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 on timerLEAOPOStart
with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460
hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibilityAOPOStart with 460 hoursLEAOPOStart with 150 hours and 30 seconds of invincibility on
timerLEAOPOStart with 1600 hours and 10 seconds of invincibilityLXAOPPStart with 995 hours and 20 seconds of invincibilityGVAOPPUpoces count opVVAANYHigher jump from standing start onlyAPZLGKHigher jump from running onlyTPZLTGHigher jump from turbo running kunGPZUAGExtra high jump from standing start
onlyAPZLExGGtra high jump from that run onlyAPZLTGExtra high jump from turbo running onlyGAZUAGExtremely high jumpAETLTKExtremely high jump from a standing startAETLIKJump higher and longerAEAENTVariable jump heightsyETLYG or PETLYGJump over flagpoleVTPOZIWalk former flagpoleAITOSAFloat from standing
startyalgZUFloat from a running startYAZUIGFloat from turbo running onlyyaZUYGAlwaysGETLYGAlways Float for long timePAZULGSlow WalkingOVAAAEKeep fire power on pick-upPAZSKOAlways SuperOZTllX + AATLGZ + SZLIVOAlways SwimmingPAKOPPAPAA or PIGOAPAlways swimming in above ground
worldsSYLOGKAlways in some worldsNTLOGYAGetdways walkingVTLNYAGet bigger when jumpingVGANZAGet narrower when jumpingVGANPAAlways change sizeVTLNGAFast leg movementVtyNYARun and jump at the same timeVGANAAStart the level swimmingNLtogkUnusable pipes are upside downANTOSAAble to easily
access World -1 at end of World 1-2LEAOGKInvisibilityZSNENTBackgrounds and objects invisibleOKGASA or AXAENTEnemies Invisible but are destroyed when you touch themKEATPEGain lives from jumping on enemiesKEATZERemoves most holesSVPOUURemoves or relocates most or SYLOKGRemoves all enemiesTSPIITFreeze
most enemiesAALLEYDifferent EnemiesVGLOKKDifferent Enemies in World 1-1KTLOKKDifferent enemies in Some WevelsYSYENTEnemies follow youGNATUENo castlesSTPONENo obstacles after first pipeNTPOLSBegin the game on World 1-2NGPOKGBegin the game on World 2YSAOPE + YEAOZA + PEAPYABegin the game on
World 2-1PLZOKG or PLZOKK or ILAPKKBegin the game on World 3YSAOPE + YEAOZA + ZEAPYA or NGZOKK + PIGAOPBegin the game on World 3-1PLAPKGBegin the game on on 4YSAOPE + YEAOZA + LEAPYABegin played on World 5YSAOPE + YEAOZA + GEAPYA or VTPOKGBegin played on World 6YSAOPE + YEAOZA
+ IEAPYA or NTPOKKBegin played at World 7YSAOPE + YEAOZA + TEAPY ABegin played on World 8YSAOPE + YEAOZA + YEAPYATurn World 1-1 in World 4-3 with waterEIPOKKCloud WorldOXOOKK or OVPAIE + NNPOKGData feedback modePGAOAATurn all in one run offPGAOGG (Works best, if used with Data feedback
mode code)Various WorldPAAPIKDifferent WorldNVAOGKDifferent WorldLAOKKDifferent WorldPLAOKGDifferent WorldASAENTDifferent WorldOLAOKKDifferent WorldnVPOKGDifferent WorldNNNPOKGDifferent WorldONZOGGDifferent WorldPLLOVGDifferent WorldVTPOZGDifferent WorldNGPOKKDifferent WorldASAENT +
LSTETADifferent WorldVTZOZKDifferent WorldTTLEXPDifferent WorldVGAOKK + PIGAOPDifferent WorldVGPOKGDifferent WorldVTPOKK WorldASAOGG + PIGAOPDifferent WorldVGAOGG + ZLAOKKDifferent WorldTEGOGGDifferent WorldPLAOKKDifferent WorldLSAENT + ZLGODifferent WorldASAENT + NTPOPIDifferent
WorldASAENT + NTPOZT WorldOLZPKGDifferent WorldYSAENVDifferent World 1-1TTPOZGDifferent World 1-1 1TPPOZGDifferent World 1-1 and 1-2TAAPIGDifferent World 1-1 and 1-2PAAPIKDifferent World without slot in ENDNTPOLTDifferent WorldsASAEVTDifferent WorldsASAENPDifferent WorldsYLAOKKDifferent Worlds and
always swimmingYLAOKK + ILAPKKDifferent Worlds with coin compartments, when you fall down holesVGAOPODifferent Worlds by pressing RESETPLGOKGLots more coins in World 1-1NTPOPTPlay World 1-1 with different or no enemiesVTLOKK1 point worth 1 000 000 pointsNYTELNHold A on controller 2 to move Mario

everywhereGSAENTHold A on controller 1 to move Mario anywhereISAENTPlay in DarknessASTETEPlay in black and white NEOPAOffset objectsNTPOLE Unable to shootAZLITReveal hidden blocksSTPENTFalling 200 Point symbolsVTLNKAEnemies have hammers in World 1-1NIYNEEEnemies on blocks will not fallTEYVPA Level
Select. Enter this code, and then play through the new world (0-1) in which you are placed. Swim past the first tube you see and continue until you see water at the bottom of the screen. Swim over the blocks above this water, but go down and backwards to fall down through the small opening in the blocks leading to the bottom of the
screen. Continue the level on this platform and press B to go to the Level select screen when the message appears. Press B on the Level screen select to select a level (as seen at the top of the screen), and then press Start.YSAOPE + YEAOZAHint: Extra Life in World 3-2In World 3-2, an island located toward the center of the level. The
island has a pole with a brick over it. To the right of this island there is Koopa Troopas. Hit the first Koopa Troopa twice so it moves to the right, hitting the other Koopa Troopas. This will give you an extra life if performed correctly. You have to wait a little while when you hit it, so know You get to the last group of turtles the shell is off the
screen. The shell will then jump out of the pipe and get back at you, hitting the last group of turtles in the process. If done correctly, the extra life sound is heard. Tip: MoonwalkIn World 4-2, enter as little Mario and press the Jump button to hit the box that is placed after several ledges. Then drive all the way to the left edge of the screen
while still holding down the jump button all the time. When Mario gets the fungus, he will seem to do a moonwalk. Tip: Jump over the flagpoleIn World 3-3 (and possibly in the World 7-2), there are two platforms moving up and down at the end before the flag. Stand on the left platform until you reach a point where it is safe to jump on the
right platform. Jump on the right platform, then wait until it reaches its highest point before jumping towards the flagpole. If done correctly, you will jump over the flagpole and can keep walking past it. Note: If you go to the right of the castle, an infinite wall appears as you continue walking. Glitch: Disappears StarIn World 1-1, hit bricks that
have the star in it found halfway through the level. Before going off-screen, hit the highest question mark block seen on the screen. When the item comes out (mushroom or flower), the star will disappear. This can also be done at other levels. Game Genie Codes (Home Brew)Contributed with: Marcus FarleyThis cheat requires Game
Genie cheat device. EffectCodeAllow Mario to crash every tube at all levelsAGAPPTInvincibilityXXPPPOStrange WorldVNLPOGStrange WorldENLPOGStrange WorldYNLPOGStrange WorldGNLPOG
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